Paper Bag Owl Puppet

Materials:
- Brown paper bag
- Construction paper
- Markers, crayons, or pencils
- Scissors
- Glue
- Googly eyes (optional)

1. Draw your shapes:
   - Line the bottom of the bag up about an inch below the edge of the brown construction paper, and use the folded lines on the bag to draw a triangle for the face and ear tufts
   - Trace two big circles for eyes
   - Trace the tip of the brown triangle for the beak
   - Trace both hands for the wings

2. Make your owl’s face:
   - Cut out all your shapes
   - Glue the eyes on the lower left and right-hand corners of the “face”
   - Line up the brown triangle with the top of the “face” and glue in place *Hint: don’t put glue on the corners!*
   - Glue the beak onto the bottom of the brown triangle
   - Glue on the googly eyes *Or, use paper, buttons, shells...you choose!*

3. Glue on the wings and decorate!
   - Place the wings in the creases on either side of the bag
   - Lift the edges of the bag and glue the wings in place on the top and bottom
   - Decorate your owl by drawing feathers, other patterns, or gluing on real feathers! Be creative!